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Abstract: Six decades of literature were examined to get a sense of the role of the academic chair. Three things emerge. Roles: (a) vary widely; (b) change drastically; (c) are culturally influenced. This session discusses the role’s development from the influence of societal changes more than duties assigned by administrators.
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Housemother. Queen bee. Midwife. Master Sergeant. Academic String Pusher. Custodian of Academic Integrity. Cultural rainmaker. A life guard without a life jacket. What do those concepts have in common? Each has been used by scholars over the past half century to characterize the chair position. However, it is uncertain as to what the role of a chair is, although scholars have examined it through the years (Berdrow, 2010; Creswell, Wheeler, Seagren, Egly, & Beyer, 1990; Falk, 1979; Watson, 1986). Gmelch and Miskin (2010) referred to one report characterizing chairs being responsible for 97 activities. They cited another report where chairs are responsible for 54 different tasks, while another report had as few as 12 functions. Wald and Golding (2019) noted that the chair’s responsibilities range “from student affairs and staff wellbeing and productivity, to department governance and finances, and to representing the department to institution’s wider administration and leadership” (p. 2). Nevertheless, that range encompasses a large spectrum of duties, roles, and responsibilities to where there is little to no agreement on what specifically is the job of an academic chair. Across decades of literature, there is one thing constant, though, while there were shared tasks, external factors, such as social movements, economics, politics, and technological advances played a major role in emphasis realignment, expectations of success, and even the emergence of new roles and responsibilities. One prevailing notion is that the chair is responsible for shaping organizational culture, including departmental vision, mission, and outcomes (Bystydzienski, Thomas, Howe, & Desai, 2017).

We suggest that much of the role of the chair is shaped by historical developments impacting higher education. Thelin (2019) claimed that colleges and universities are “historical institutions” (p. xxv) that are constantly changing. This historical framework has yet to be applied to study the transformation and advancements of the chair position. While scholars have conducted research on chair duties, a dearth of scholarship exists on the examination of how external factors alter and shape the role of chairs.

The literature attempts to prescribe a set number of duties and best practices to the position. We argue that these efforts, while noble and rigorous, are limited as the roles and responsibilities of the chair are framed by external and cultural factors unique to each institution, and even each department. The duties of the chair position are largely shaped by the cultural milieu of which the organization/department operates. For this discussion, we invite chairs to consider influencers that shape their approach to their roles and responsibilities. Furthermore, we will ask participants to discuss contemporary or foreseeable external factors that will potentially impact the chair position in the near future. To frame and contextualize this discussion, we will briefly
present information from a review of research examining the role of chairs, highlighting how societal movements, such as unionism, economic reform, and technological advances have impacted the department head position, as well as key concepts from institutional/organizational theory. Expected participants will vary based on academic discipline, geography, institutional size, and even institutional mission. The presenters expect for the conversation to reveal that while participating chairs share several management and leadership responsibilities (i.e., what), the why and how behind their duties differ due to their situational individuality.
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